MANAGING CHRONIC DISEASE

What can we learn from the US experience?
Summary

A growing challenge

Chronic medical conditions – such as asthma, diabetes, heart failure and hypertension – are lifelong and often progressive. As the population in England ages, growing numbers of patients will need help in managing complex, multiple conditions over sustained periods. Quite apart from the burden of ill health, treating these conditions is likely to cost the NHS in England far more than elective surgical procedures.

Yet government policies and targets for acute sector managers and health commissioners, such as reducing waiting lists and increasing productivity, are strongly focused on the elective care sector. Several recent government initiatives – for example, the national service frameworks for diabetes and coronary heart disease – aim to improve the care of people with chronic disease. But these are taking place against a background of wider changes in the NHS, in particular the introduction of market-style incentives for hospitals, which may inhibit the development of good chronic care management. There is a growing danger that less, rather than more, collaboration between health service providers may result. There is a need for a new, co-ordinated national approach that helps people with chronic disease – and their carers – manage their conditions more effectively and thus reduces the burden of chronic disease on the health service.

Better primary care and better integration between primary and secondary care can play a significant part in reducing the use of expensive and disruptive hospital stays for people with chronic conditions. But in England, there are large variations in hospitalisation rates associated with chronic diseases between different primary care trusts (PCTs) that serve similar populations. These suggest the need for a wider, more systematic approach – and accompanying incentives – to help primary care providers manage chronic disease in consistent and targeted ways.

What happens in other countries?

There is much to learn from other countries. Managed care organisations (MCOs) are organisations that offer comprehensive health care to defined populations in return for a fixed capitation payment (an annual premium per patient). MCOs in the United States have in-built incentives to manage the care of patients more proactively. Some have achieved striking results – for example, good-quality care, high levels of patient satisfaction and much lower hospitalisation rates than in the NHS. There are obvious parallels between the structure and function of MCOs in the United States and PCTs in England – in particular, the need to manage financial risk while meeting all the health needs of their associated patients.

A number of MCOs have been particularly active in improving the care of people with chronic conditions – for example, Kaiser Permanente in California and United Healthcare in Minnesota. At present, initiatives inspired by their activities are being piloted in 18 PCTs in England under the leadership of the NHS Modernisation Agency. In addition, a generic model of care – the Chronic Care Model – is gaining support in the United States.
and underpins the approach to the prevention and management of chronic disease in many MCOs.

But we have, as yet, a limited understanding of the features responsible for the success of these MCOs, and we know still less about which of these features might appropriately be adapted to the very different context of the NHS in England. We also need to assess the trade-offs that might be involved in applying lessons from market-driven, local health care organisations in the United States to a national health service based on principles of social equity and public good in England.

As the King's Fund contribution to the increasingly pressing debate about chronic care management, we undertook further research that we felt could usefully inform future decision-making. Managing Chronic Disease offers a critical analysis based on a study of five MCOs, all among the top performers in the United States in the care of people with chronic conditions, and asks what lessons or transferable models might emerge for health care in England.

About the study

We selected five MCOs as the basis of our study, largely because of their high scores on performance indicators (such as the control of blood pressure and the prescribing of appropriate medications) related to chronic disease management. One was a ‘group model’ MCO (where services were provided exclusively by a medical group affiliated to the MCO), one was a ‘networked model’ (where the MCO contracted freely with most local providers) and three were ‘mixed models’ (where the MCO worked with an affiliated medical group and contracted with other providers). The organisations we studied were:

- Kaiser Permanente (North California) – group model
- Group Health Cooperative (Washington State) – mixed model
- Health Partners (Minnesota) – mixed model
- Touchpoint Health Plan (Wisconsin) – mixed model
- Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield (Connecticut) – network model.

A team from the King's Fund visited each MCO in the period February–August 2003 to identify what might lie behind their strong performance. Information was collected from each site by means of:

- semi-structured interviews with senior staff
- a review of ‘grey’ literature
- visits to clinical facilities
- presentations from staff
- contact with practising clinicians.

In putting together our analysis, we scrutinised the factors that appeared to be associated with their success in relation to three broad areas:

- the wider environment in which they operated – for example, the use of market incentives
- their organisational domain – including the relationship between healthcare purchasers and providers
- clinical process – such as the disease management programmes in place.
The wider environment

Our main findings were:

The impact of competition and the market

- Competition between MCOs for enrollees appeared to encourage innovation in service design and quality.

- Competition for enrollees (particularly competition for contracts with the large employers that are major purchasers of health care) seemed to have a greater influence than competition between providers for contracts with MCOs.

- The need to survive in the marketplace helped to align the objectives of managers and physicians, particularly where MCOs contracted with affiliated medical groups. The ability of enrollees to switch to another MCO prompted close collaboration.

- Excessive competition between MCOs could lead them to focus on attracting young and healthy enrollees at the expense of improving chronic disease management.

- Market competition could have both a positive and a negative impact on chronic disease management, and the value MCOs placed on this type of care was critical to their success in improving quality.

Recommendations for the NHS

- An assessment by the Department of Health of how different current national policies might help or hinder the development of better care for people with chronic conditions is needed – in particular, how proposed new market incentives for hospitals and the introduction of foundation trusts will impact on chronic care.

- We suggest that there could be stronger financial incentives on PCTs, GPs and acute NHS trusts to manage patients with chronic conditions more effectively in the community and reduce the need for admission. There is scope here for creativity, pilots and evaluation. The incentives could arise from the encouragement of competition and a market – for example, between PCTs for patients, or through contestability of PCT management, although both have significant risks. Another route could be taken that does not rely on encouraging market pressures, but which assesses in a much more sophisticated way the mix of incentives already acting on GPs, practices, PCTs and acute trusts, and aligns them more strongly to the goal of better health and reduced avoidable hospitalisation.
The organisational domain

Our main findings were:

Relationships and incentives

- MCOs had local discretion to set organisational goals and priorities through negotiation between corporate and clinician managers. Such negotiation helped to determine how successfully goals and priorities were implemented.

- Long-term relationships between MCOs (as commissioners) and providers (hospitals and networks of physicians working in the community) were considered critical in providing incentives for investment in chronic disease management.

- Larger and more organised networks of physicians were more willing and able to engage in effective chronic disease management than loose networks of solo practitioners.

- Where MCOs worked exclusively with affiliated medical groups, both the purchaser and the provider of care had very similar incentives to improve disease management.

- Doctor-manager relations were strong, although there were fewer leadership opportunities for other clinical professionals.

- There were effective financial incentives for quality, targeted mainly at physicians, to encourage better care of people with chronic conditions.

Recommendations for the NHS

- PCTs should be helped to develop a business case for investing in chronic disease management – this might be a role for strategic health authorities.

- Better-developed financial incentives for providers (primary and secondary) are needed to provide integrated care and to keep people with chronic conditions well enough not to be hospitalised. Current financial incentives that apply to hospitals do not promote good chronic disease management and should be reviewed.

- The IT infrastructure in primary care should be further developed to enable the identification of high-risk patients and the ‘real time’ feedback of information to clinicians, thus encouraging continuing peer review.

- Much greater investment is needed in developing clinician-manager relations within PCTs and between PCTs and their providers.

Clinical process

Our main findings were:

- All of the MCOs used at least some of the six elements of the Chronic Care Model – a generic model designed in the United States to help MCOs organise better care for people with any chronic disease.
Four of the five MCOs identified high-risk patients (‘risk stratification’) and targeted them for intensive case management—mainly nurse-led outreach care to work with patients to effectively manage their disease (the fifth MCO was developing this model).

Lower-risk patients were offered disease management programmes that involved:
- proactive management of care using guidelines with prompts to clinicians and patients
- decision-support systems for patients and clinicians
- patient education and self-care
- electronic disease registries that identify affected patients and record details of their care management
- the feedback to physicians of accurate, ‘real time’ clinical data on their own patients, with supportive peer review.

There was limited choice for patients in whether or not to participate in case or disease management programmes (selection was determined by the MCO).

There was a marked lack of focus on social care.

Recommendations for the NHS

- A generic model of chronic disease management should be developed.
- Risk stratification (and the identification of patients at high risk of ill health and hospitalisation) should be developed in every PCT.
- Case and disease management programmes in which support for self-management is a central feature should be developed in every PCT.

Taking things forward

The King’s Fund is working with others in 2004 and 2005 to help take forward some items of the agenda outlined above.

- We are convening a national coalition of stakeholders interested in improving the care of people with chronic conditions. The coalition aims to raise the profile of chronic disease management, increase synergy between the work of participants to improve chronic care, and develop a chronic care model for England.
- We are discussing the agenda with the Department of Health, the Modernisation Agency and the Commission for Healthcare Audit and Inspection.
- We are embarking on development work with selected PCTs in London to help them improve the care they give to people with chronic conditions.
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**Shaping the New NHS: published titles**

**What is the Real Cost of More Patient Choice?**  
*John Appleby, Anthony Harrison, Nancy Devlin*

At first glance, more patient choice seems to be unequivocally 'a good thing'. But what trade-offs are really involved and what price are we prepared to pay? How far can individual freedoms be extended while still retaining the essential objectives of the NHS? This discussion paper lays out the questions the Government must answer if it wants to place patient choice at the heart of a taxpayer-funded healthcare system. They include how extra costs will be met, whether patients are willing and able to exercise choice in their own best interests, and what kinds of limits to choice might be needed.

ISBN 1 85717 473 9 May 2003 52pp £6.50  
Free download at www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications

**What Future for Medical Professionalism?**  
*Steve Dewar and Rebecca Rosen*

Recent debates such as the proposed changes to GPs’ and consultants’ contracts have raised important questions about the rights and obligations of doctors. Are we witnessing a sea change in the old professional values on which the NHS was built, and will medical staff of the future work in a very different ‘psychological contract’? This paper opens up the debate, and argues that greater clarity about the role of professionals will be crucial to a constructive discussion about the direction of health care reform and improving patient experience.

ISBN 1 85717 475 5 Spring 2004 £6.50  
Free download at www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications

**Can Market Forces be Used for Good?**  
*Jennifer Dixon, Julian Le Grand, Peter Smith*

As the Government seeks to accelerate change in the NHS and make services more responsive to public demands, the tension between market disciplines and planned provision is being hotly debated. This discussion paper brings together the views of three seasoned commentators. Julian Le Grand supports the introduction of stronger market incentives to prompt improved performance among secondary care providers, Peter Smith argues against even modest experimentation with stronger market incentives, and Jennifer Dixon asks whether it is possible to combine the best of market disciplines with planned provision.

ISBN 1 87517 477 1 March 2003 50pp £6.50  
Free download at www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications

**The Future of the NHS: A framework for debate**

Should the Government be responsible for every ‘dropped bedpan’, or is it time for a decisive separation of political and managerial responsibilities? How can local responsiveness and innovation be supported alongside the drive for national standards? And can the extension of patient choice lever up quality? This paper, which brings together ideas from a group of commentators, academics and practitioners from health care and beyond, chaired by Lord Haskins, aims to stimulate the wider debate on which a reasoned, pragmatic consensus for the future depends.

January 2002 30pp Free  
Free download at www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications

**Claiming the Health Dividend: Unlocking the benefits of NHS spending**  
*Anna Coote (ed)*

The NHS is more than a provider of health services – it is the largest single organisation in the UK. How it recruits staff, procures food or constructs buildings affects the wider social, economic and environmental fabric of which it is part which in turn affects people’s health. This major report opens up an important debate about how the NHS might put its corporate muscle and spending power to work for health improvement and sustainable development and how, in doing so, it can ensure it promotes health, as well as offering health care.

ISBN 1 85717 464 X May 2002 150pp £10.00  
Download summary at www.kingsfund.org.uk/summaries

*Anna Coote and John Appleby (eds)*

When the Labour Government came to power in May 1997, it promised to ‘save the NHS’ by cutting waiting lists, improving service quality, raising spending, and reducing health inequalities. Five years on, this comprehensive report scrutinises progress against the pledges made by the Government during its first term of office in areas such as funding, staffing, and quality of care. It argues that money alone while crucial will not build a new NHS, and that professional, motivated staff and a focus on wider health issues also have a key role to play.

ISBN 1 85717 463 1 April 2002 138pp £7.99
Hidden Assets: Values and decision-making in the NHS

Bill New and Julia Neuberger

What do values really mean for a modern, publicly owned health service? On what basis can staff and policy-makers resolve the inherent tensions between equally valid – but competing – priorities, such as equity of access and increased patient choice, or efficiency and effectiveness? Based on a series of King's Fund seminars with distinguished thinkers and practitioners from UK health circles and beyond, this publication combines analysis and case studies to show how values can successfully translate into health care provision, and argues that for values to ‘live’ as an organisational reality, trade-offs must be visible, managed and explicit.

ISBN 1 85717 458 5 2002 230pp £17.00

Making the Right Connections – The design and management of health care delivery

Anthony Harrison

In all areas of health care, there is a growing emphasis on ensuring that NHS services are designed and delivered with the needs of patients in mind. This publication argues that, while the development of more patient-centred services is clearly a good thing, it is important to understand how this will affect professional roles and ways of working in the NHS. It delves into the reasons behind today’s problems in health care, analyses recent NHS reforms, and provides suggestions for improvement on the current situation.


The NHS – Facing the future

Anthony Harrison and Jennifer Dixon

The NHS is under more pressure than ever before – from the public, the politicians and the media alike. This publication offers a wide-ranging examination of the modern health service, and some of the challenges it faces – such as new technology, an ageing population and rising consumer expectations. The authors argue that if the NHS is to survive in this new, more demanding environment, standing still is not an option, and suggest how the health service can equip itself for the future.


What’s Gone Wrong with Health Care? Challenges for the new millennium

Alison Hill (ed)

Demographic changes are placing huge new demands on the NHS. Today’s health service needs to make a radical shift from working as a service designed primarily to treat acute and infectious diseases to one able to deal with complex, long-term diseases associated with an ageing population, such as diabetes and heart conditions. This publication looks beyond the funding issues to suggest constructive new ways of providing health care in the 21st century.


From Cradle to Grave

Geoffrey Rivett

Published to mark the 50th anniversary of the NHS, this publication tells the extraordinary story of the health service. Based on discussions with people who played a key role in shaping the NHS, it offers a comprehensive overview of all the main landmarks – including achievements and breakthroughs in medicine, nursing, hospital development and primary health care – in a way that combines both clinical and health management perspectives.

ISBN 1 85717 148 9 1998 528pp £12.50
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